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Abstract. Brains of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients are characterized in part by the formation of high molecular weight
aggregates of amyloid-� (A�) peptides, which interfere with neuronal function and provoke neuronal cell death. The pyroglu-
tamate (pGlu) modification of A� was demonstrated to be catalyzed by the enzyme glutaminyl cyclase (QC) and to enhance
pathogenicity and neurotoxicity. Here, we addressed the role of QC in AD pathogenesis in human cortex. Two sets of human
postmortem brain tissue from a total of 13 non-demented controls and 11 AD cases were analyzed by immunohistochemistry
and unbiased stereology, quantitative RT-PCR, and enzymatic activity assays for the expression level of QC in temporal and
entorhinal cortex. Additionally, cortical A� and pGlu-A� concentrations were quantified by ELISA. Data on QC expression and
A� peptide concentrations were correlated with each other and with the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) of individual
cases. In control cases, QC expression was higher in the more vulnerable entorhinal cortex than in temporal cortex. In AD
brains, QC mRNA expression and the immunoreactivity of QC were increased in both cortical regions and frequently associated
with pGlu-A� deposits. The analyses of individual cases revealed significant correlations between QC mRNA levels and the
concentration of insoluble pGlu-A� aggregates, but not of unmodified A� peptides. Elevated pGlu-A� load showed a better
correlation with the decline in MMSE than elevated concentration of unmodified A�. Our observations provide evidence for an
involvement of QC in AD pathogenesis and cognitive decline by QC-catalyzed pGlu-A� formation.
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INTRODUCTION

At early stages of Alzheimer’s disease (AD),
patients display mild disturbances in spatial and tempo-
ral orientation and in short-term memory. The relation
between the actual clinical status of the patient and the
degree of neuropathology can be assessed by testing
cognitive function and by imaging techniques moni-
toring hippocampal shrinkage, A� deposition, and
microglial activation [1–3]. However, the definite diag-
nosis of AD is only possible in postmortem brain
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tissue by the detection of neurofibrillary tangles and
A� deposits in cortical brain tissue [4–6].

A� peptides are generated by proteolytic process-
ing of the amyloid-� protein precursor (A�PP) by �-
and �-secretases [7]. A substantial proportion of A�
peptides undergoes N-terminal truncation and subse-
quent cyclization of N-terminal glutamate (Glu) into
pyroglutamate (pGlu), resulting in pGlu-A� peptides
[8–11]. Such pGlu-A� peptides are major constituents
of A� deposits in sporadic and familial AD [8, 12–14]
and, based on a number of observations, could play
a prominent role in AD pathogenesis. For example,
the pGlu modification results in accelerated aggrega-
tion [15, 16] and in co-aggregation of non-modified
A� peptides [17–20]. Furthermore, the pGlu residue
confers resistance to degradation by most aminopep-
tidases as well as A�-degrading endopeptidases [21].
Finally, a strong neurotoxic effect of pGlu-A� peptides
on primary neurons, neuronal cell lines, and neurons
of A�PP transgenic animals in vivo has been described
[16, 22, 23] and was demonstrated to be transmitted in
a prion-like manner [24]. Interestingly, pGlu-modified
A� peptides in brains of AD patients and transgenic
mouse models were reported to be closely associated
with [11C]Pittsburgh Compound-B (PIB) autoradio-
graphic signals [25].

The pGlu-A� peptide modification has been demon-
strated to be catalyzed by glutaminyl cyclase (QC) in
vitro [26] and in vivo [27–30]. In mammalian brain,
physiologically relevant neuronal QC expression has
been described in the hypothalamus and was shown to
be involved in neuropeptide and hormone maturation
[31–34]. Recently, we observed robust QC expres-
sion in mouse and human brain in AD-vulnerable
subcortical regions, such as nucleus basalis Meyn-
ert, locus coeruleus, and Edinger-Westphal nucleus
[35]. Moreover, we demonstrated pronounced QC
immunoreactivity in a subpopulation of neocortical
neurons and of GABAergic interneurons in the mouse
hippocampus [36]. In the hippocampal formation of
AD patients, distinct types of pGlu-A� deposits were
identified at sites of QC immunoreactive neurons and
in target fields of QC-rich projection neurons [37].
Chronic pharmacological inhibition [29] or genetic
ablation [38, 39] of QC in transgenic mouse and
Drosophila models of AD resulted in reduced pGlu-
A� peptide generation and improved performance in
cognitive tasks, while QC overexpression aggravated
neuropathology and cognitive dysfunction in trans-
genic mice [39].

Thus, there is accumulating evidence from bio-
chemical and histological analyses in experimental

animals for a critical role of QC in pGlu-A� formation.
Such pGlu-A� peptides provoke protein aggregation
and deposition, neurodegeneration, gliosis, and impair-
ment of learning and memory in transgenic mouse
models. However, in human cortex, QC expression
and its relation to pGlu-A� formation have not yet
been thoroughly analyzed. Moreover, no information
is available on the relation between QC expression,
pGlu-A� formation, and the cognitive status of elderly
humans. Here, we report a remarkably high expression
of QC by neurons in temporal and entorhinal cortex of
non-demented human subjects and an increase in QC
immunoreactivity in both cortical areas in AD. Addi-
tionally, and for the first time, we provide evidence for a
role of QC in the generation of pGlu-A� in human cor-
tex and for a relation between QC expression, pGlu-A�
formation, and cognitive decline in AD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human brain tissue

Case recruitment and characterization of human
brain tissue

Case recruitment and autopsy were performed in
accordance with guidelines effective at the Banner
Sun Health Research Institute Brain Donation Program
of Sun City, Arizona [40]. The required consent was
obtained for all cases. The definite diagnosis of AD for
all cases used in this study was based on the presence
of neurofibrillary tangles and neuritic plaques in the
hippocampal formation and neocortical areas and met
the criteria of the National Institute on Aging (NIA)
and the Consortium to establish a registry for AD
(CERAD) [5]. Brain tissue of temporal cortex (Area
22) and entorhinal cortex (Area 28) from 6 controls and
6 age-matched AD cases was used for QC and pGlu-A�
immunohistochemistry. Additionally, for biochemical
analyses, temporal cortex (Area 22) of 7 control cases
and 5 AD cases with a very short postmortem interval
of 1.5 to 5.5 hours and a thorough clinical character-
ization was used (Table 1). The cases enrolled in this
study were matched for age, gender, and APOE geno-
type. Anatomical structures and cortical layers were
identified using consecutive Nissl-stained sections and
the Atlas of the Human Brain [41].

Tissue preparation
For immunohistochemistry, fifteen-mm-thick tissue

blocks were prepared in the frontal plane according
to the Atlas of the Human Brain [41] and fixed in 4%
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paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS), pH 7.4 for 3–4 days. Areas containing the
regions of interest were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose
in 0.1 M PBS, pH 7.4. Series of 30 �m-thick sections
were cut on a freezing microtome and collected in PBS
containing 0.1% sodium azide.

For biochemical analyses including A� ELISAs, QC
enzymatic activity assays and quantitative RT-PCR to
detect QC transcripts, unfixed temporal cortex tissue
with a short postmortem interval was stored at −80◦C
(see Table 1). Brain tissue (10% w/v) was homoge-
nized in TBS (20 mM Tris, 137 mM NaCl, pH 7.6)
containing protease inhibitor cocktail (Complete Mini,
Roche), sonicated and aliquots of homogenates were
used for QC enzymatic activity assays. Homogenates
were then centrifuged at 75,500× g for 1 hour at 4◦C
and the supernatant was stored at –80◦C. A� pep-
tides were sequentially extracted with TBS/1% Triton
X-100 (TBS/triton fraction), 2% sodium dodecylsul-
fate (SDS) in distilled water (SDS fraction), and 70%
formic acid (FA fraction). The combined SDS and
FA fractions were considered as the insoluble pool
of A�.

QC and pGlu-Aβ antibodies

Since the specificity of the immunohistochemical
QC labeling is critical for this study, we tested four dif-
ferent QC antibodies; 1301 (rabbit anti-QC) and 10269
(goat anti-QC) developed by Probiodrug (Halle, Ger-
many) and the mouse anti-QC antibodies A01 and B01
from Abnova (Heidelberg, Germany). All four anti-
bodies from three different species generated similar
staining patterns with a robust cytosolic labeling of
layer III pyramidal neurons, indicating specific detec-
tion of QC (Fig. 1). Based on the superior signal to
background ratio, the mouse anti-QC antibody A01
was selected for the analyses of QC expression in
human cortex.

pGlu-A� peptides in cortex of AD cases were
detected using the mouse monoclonal antibody mab2-
48 (Synaptic Systems; Göttingen, Germany), which
has been thoroughly characterized by Wirths et al.
[42]. This antibody specifically detects the pGlu-A�
neo-epitope generated by QC activity and does not
cross-react with mouse A� nor with human A�1-40/42
or N-truncated human A�3-40/42 lacking the pGlu
modification. When required for double labeling pro-
cedures (see below), a rabbit anti-pGlu-A� antiserum
(Synaptic Systems) was used. The rabbit anti-pGlu-A�
and mouse anti-pGlu-A� antibodies showed an identi-
cal staining pattern of human brain tissue (not shown).

Immunohistochemistry for human brain tissue

Nissl staining
Coronal sections of the human hippocampus were

mounted on gelatin-coated slides and stained in 0.1%
cresyl violet according to standard protocols.

Single labeling QC immunohistochemistry
All immunohistochemical procedures were per-

formed on free-floating brain sections. Immunohisto-
chemistry to detect QC in human brain was performed
using the mouse anti-QC antiserum A01 (Abnova;
1:2,000). All sections were pre-treated with an ini-
tial antigen retrieval step by heating to 90◦C in 0.1 M
citrate buffer, pH 2.5, for 3 minutes followed by
rinsing with PBS; pH 7.4 containing 0.05% Tween
(PBS-T). Brain sections were further treated with
2% H2O2 in 60% methanol for 1 hour, to abolish
endogenous peroxidase activity. Unspecific staining
was blocked in PBS-T containing 2% bovine serum
albumin (BSA), 0.3% milk powder, and 0.5% nor-
mal donkey serum before incubating brain sections
with the primary anti-QC antibody at 4◦C overnight.
The following day sections were incubated with sec-
ondary biotinylated donkey anti-mouse antibodies
(Dianova; 1:1,000) for 60 minutes at room tempera-
ture followed by the ABC method which comprised
incubation with complexed streptavidin-biotinylated
horseradish peroxidase. Incubations were separated by
washing steps (3-times 5 minutes in PBS-T). Binding
of peroxidase was visualized by incubation with 2 mg
3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB), 20 mg nickel ammo-
nium sulfate, and 2.5 �l H2O2 per 5 ml Tris buffer
(0.05 M; pH 8.0) for 1–2 minutes, resulting in black
labeling.

Sections from control and AD cases were processed
in parallel with the same washing, antibody, and stain-
ing solutions for the same period of time to prevent
technical staining differences.

Double labeling immunohistochemistry
Simultaneous immunohistochemical labeling of QC

and pGlu-A� was performed using mouse anti-QC
(A01, 1:2,000; Abnova) and rabbit anti-pGlu-A�
(Synaptic Systems; 1:500) antibodies. As for sin-
gle labeling, all sections were pre-treated with 2%
H2O2 in 60% methanol for 60 minutes and unspecific
staining was blocked by treatment with PBS-T con-
taining 2% BSA, 0.3% milk powder, and 0.5% normal
donkey serum before incubating brain sections with
the primary antibodies in blocking solution at 4◦C
for 24 hours. Thereafter, the tissue was transferred
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to a mixture of blocking solution and PBS-T
buffer (1:2) containing secondary biotinylated don-
key anti-mouse antibody (Dianova; 1:400) followed
by incubation with extravidin-conjugated peroxidase
(Sigma-Aldrich, Germany; 1:2,000) in blocking solu-
tion and PBS-T buffer (1:3) for 60 minutes at room
temperature. Binding of peroxidase was visualized in
a solution containing 4 mg DAB, 40 mg ammonium
nickel(II)-sulfate, and 5 �l H2O2 per 10 ml Tris-buffer
(0.05 M; pH 8.0) yielding black epitope staining.
Bound peroxidase was then inactivated with 2% H2O2
in 60% methanol (15 minutes) to allow subsequent
detection of pGlu-A� with a peroxidase-labeled don-
key anti-rabbit antibody (Dianova; 1:200; 60 minutes)
followed by visualization of second round peroxidase
binding with 2 mg DAB and 2.5 �l H2O2 per 5 ml Tris
buffer (0.05 M; pH 7.6) resulting in a brown precipitate.

Quantification of QC-immunoreactive neurons

Quantitative analysis of QC-immunoreactive neu-
rons present in temporal and entorhinal cortex was
performed. Neurons were counted when a minimum
soma diameter of 8 �m and at least one dendrite could
be identified. The location of neurons throughout all
cortical layers from the cortical surface to the white
matter boundary was assessed by means of the optical
fractionator method. In the present investigation, the
number of QC-positive neurons was counted in dis-
crete neocortical areas of temporal cortex (area 22) and
entorhinal cortex (area 28) of six control brains and six
cases with a neuropathologically-confirmed diagnosis
of AD. Counts were performed on a Zeiss Axioskop
2 plus microscope equipped with a motorized stage, a
Ludl MAC 5000 (LEP, Hawthorne, NY, USA) and a
digital camera 9000 (MicroBrightField, Williston, VT,
USA). Stereo Investigator software 7 (MicroBright-
field) was used to analyze frontal sections (nominal
thickness of 30 �m) of selected areas. Each section was
first viewed at low magnification (5×) for outlining
the relevant parts of cortical areas, and disector frames
were placed in a systematic-consecutive fashion in
the delineated regions of the sections. Neurons that
fell within these disector frames (250 �m × 1000 �m)
were then counted at high magnification (10×). On
average, the post-processing shrinkage of the tissues
resulted in a final section thickness of about 16 �m,
which permitted a consistent sampling of 10 �m with
the dissector and the use of guard zones of 2 �m on
either sides of the section. Three sections per case
and area investigated were used. The number of QC-
positive neurons was converted to numerical density

per mm2 and is given as mean ± SD of 6 control and 6
AD cases.

Cells were considered to be immunoreactive when
they were clearly visible at the settings: brightness
−0.5; contrast 2.5; and gamma 1.6. Neurons were
assigned to the strongly QC-immunoreactive group,
when the soma was clearly above background at the
threshold settings brightness 2.0; contrast 10.0; and
gamma 3.0. In consecutive brain sections, the total
number of neurons was calculated by Nissl staining
and was set to represent 100% of neurons. The rela-
tive numbers of QC-immunoreactive neurons in brain
regions analyzed was calculated using the formula of
Konigsmark [43].

qRT-PCR for QC

Tissue samples were homogenized by means of the
homogenizer Precellys with 1.4 mm ceramic beads
(5000 rpm, 30 seconds, Peqlab). RNA was isolated
using the NucleoSpin RNA II kit (Macherey Nagel)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The qual-
ity of isolated RNA was validated by calculating the
ratio of absorbance at 260 and 280 nm, which was con-
sistently above 2. RNA concentrations were measured
using a NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer (Peqlab)
and 0.1 �g RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA
using random primers (Roche) and Superscript III (Life
technologies). Quantitative PCR was performed in a
Rotorgene3000 (Corbett Research) using the Rotor-
Gene SYBR Green PCR kit and the Quantitect primer
assays HsQPCT (Qiagen). Relative amounts of gene
expression were determined with the Rotorgene soft-
ware version 6.1 in comparative quantitation mode.
Normalization was done against the stably expressed
reference gene YWHAZ identified using Normfinder
[44]. The PCR was verified by product melting curves
and single amplicons were confirmed by agarose gel
electrophoresis.

QC enzymatic activity assays

QC activity was measured by a discontinuous
HPLC-method using the substrate H-Gln-�NA as
described previously [27]. Briefly, QC-containing tis-
sue lysate was incubated with substrate H-Gln-�NA.
Test samples were taken at defined time points and the
reaction was stopped by boiling for 5 minutes. Analysis
of pGlu-�NA formation was done using RP18 LiChro-
CART HPLC Cartridge and the HPLC-system D-7000
(Merck-Hitachi). QC activity was quantified from a
standard curve of pGlu-�NA under assay conditions.
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Fig. 1. Characterization of QC antibodies. Immunohistochemical detection of neurons in consecutive brain sections of Area 22 of a human
control case using four different anti-QC antibodies as indicated. All antibodies primarily detect QC in the cytosol and in neurites; in particular
in strongly immunoreactive pyramidal neurons in layer III. The 200 �m scale bar applies to all low magnification images; the 30 �m scale bar
applies to all high magnification images.

Aβ ELISAs

Specific ELISAs to detect A�x-42 and pGlu-A�3-42
(IBL, Hamburg) were performed according to the
manufacturer’s manual as described by Schilling et al.
[29]. All samples were analyzed in triplicate and the
concentrations of the respective A� peptides present in
temporal cortex were calculated from a standard curve.

Statistical analyses

Data on the number of QC-immunoreactive neurons
in temporal and entorhinal cortex are the mean value of
6 control and 6 AD cases ± SD. For biochemical mea-
surements and correlation analyses brain tissue from 7
control and 5 AD cases was used.

The ELISA data have been evaluated applying non-
parametric Mann-Whitney tests.

RESULTS

Characterization of QC antibodies in human
cortex

In order to determine the specificity of the immuno-
histochemical QC labeling in human cortex, four
different QC antibodies raised in three species were
characterized. All antibodies labeled a significant pro-
portion of neocortical neurons with the most robust
staining intensity in layer III pyramidal neurons
(Fig. 1). At higher magnification, a localization of
QC immunoreactivity in cytoplasm and dendrites was
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Fig. 2. Density of QC-immunoreactive neurons in human temporal cortex. A) The typical staining pattern for QC in postmortem human
temporal cortex of a control case and an AD case is shown. Note the strong QC immunoreactivity in layer III. B) The laminar distribution of QC
immunoreactive neurons is given as per cent of the total neuron number quantified by Nissl staining. The highest density of QC-immunoreactive
neurons was detected in layers III and V of control and AD cases with a 20 to 30% higher frequency across all layers in AD. C) Quantification
of the percentage of QC-immunoreactive neurons in control and AD cases across the cortical thickness from layer II to VI. The percentage of
QC-immunoreactive neurons is twice as high in AD as compared to the age-matched control group. *p < 0.0001; Data are mean values ± SD;
Control: n = 6; AD: n = 6.

evident. Although all antibodies labeled the same neu-
ronal populations and revealed a similar subcellular
QC distribution, there were considerable differences
in the signal to background ratio, with A01 showing
the best staining characteristics (Fig. 1). Therefore,
this antibody was used for subsequent analyses of QC
expression in human control and AD brains.

QC expression in temporal cortex

In the temporal cortex, a defined laminar distribu-
tion of QC immunoreactivity was observed (Fig. 2A).
In control cases, approximately 20 to 25% of neurons
in layers II and IV displayed QC immunoreactivity,

whereas 40 to 45% of neurons in layers III, V, and
VI were found to be QC-immunoreactive (Fig. 2B). In
AD, a similar laminar profile of QC immunoreactivity
was detected but the proportion of QC-immunoreactive
neurons was 20 to 30% higher in all cortical layers
compared to controls (Fig. 2A, B). This increase was
statistically significant in layers II, IV, and V (p < 0.05).
Quantification of QC immunoreactive neurons over
the whole cortical depth revealed a proportion of
31.5 ± 5.0% QC-immunoreactive neurons in control
brains and of 61.7 ± 7.8% in AD brains (Fig. 2C;
p < 0.0001).

As stated above, the QC staining intensity varied
considerably between individual neurons. To take into
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Fig. 3. Strength of the QC immunoreactivity in temporal cortex neurons. A) The immunohistochemical labeling of QC reveals remarkable
differences in the staining intensity of individual neurons between control and AD cases. B) Quantification of strongly QC-immunoreactive
neurons demonstrates the presence of a minor proportion of such neurons only in cortical layer III of control cases, but in all cortical layers of
AD cases. The highest proportion of strongly QC-immunoreactive neurons in AD was detected in layers III and V. C) Quantification of strongly
and moderately QC-immunoreactive neurons identifies statistically significant increases in the proportion of both groups of QC neurons in AD.
*p < 0.05; Data are mean values ± SD; Control: n = 6; AD: n = 6.

account this variation, a second analysis differentiating
between strongly and moderately QC-immunoreactive
neurons in temporal cortex was performed (Fig. 3).
In controls, 93 ± 20 neurons/mm2 displayed a mod-
erate and 3 ± 3 neurons/mm2 showed a strong QC
immunoreactivity (Fig. 3C). In AD temporal cortex,
the number of both moderately (133 ± 32) and strongly
(16 ± 12) QC immunoreactive neurons per mm2 was
significantly higher than in controls (Fig. 3C; p < 0.05).
Neurons with strong QC immunoreactivity were exclu-
sively found in layer III of control and in layers III and
V as well as to a lesser extent in layers II and IV of AD
temporal cortex (Fig. 3B). In all cortical layers with

strongly QC-immunoreactive neurons their proportion
was significantly higher in AD than in control brains
(Fig. 3B; p < 0.01).

QC expression in entorhinal cortex

We further compared the QC expression in tempo-
ral cortex with the one of entorhinal cortex, which is
earlier and more severely affected in the course of AD.
In contrast to temporal cortex, entorhinal cortex has
a different morphology and layering. In the entorhi-
nal cortex of control cases, more than 80% of neurons
displayed QC immunoreactivity, with the strongest
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Fig. 4. Density of QC-immunoreactive neurons in human entorhinal cortex. A) A representative staining pattern for QC in postmortem human
entorhinal cortex of a control case and an AD case is shown. Note the strong QC immunoreactivity in the islands of layer II and in layer III
of the entorhinal cortex. B) The laminar distribution of QC immunoreactive neurons is given as per cent of the total neuron number quantified
by Nissl staining. The highest density of QC-immunoreactive neurons was detected in layer II with a gradient toward a lower proportion of
QC-immunoreactive neurons in deeper cortical layers. Already in the control group, 85 to 95% of the neurons expressed QC. There was no
statistically significant increase in the density of QC-immunoreactive neurons in any of the entorhinal cortex layers. C) Quantification of the
percentage of QC-immunoreactive neurons in control and AD cases revealed no differences between the control and the AD group across the
cortical thickness from layer II to VI. Data are mean values ± SD; Control: n = 6; AD: n = 6.

labeling being present in neurons of layer II islands
(Fig. 4A, B). In AD entorhinal cortex, a similar staining
pattern with approximately 90% QC-immunoreactive
neurons and robust labeling of layer II islands was
observed (Fig. 4A, B, C). There was no statistically
significant increase in the proportion of QC-positive
neurons in AD entorhinal cortex compared to controls
(Fig. 4C).

However, when considering the QC staining inten-
sity of individual neurons, there was a statistically
significant increase in the number of strongly QC-
immunoreactive neurons in AD entorhinal cortex
(80 ± 42/mm2) compared to controls (40 ± 40/mm2)

(Fig. 5; p < 0.05). This increase in strongly QC-
immunoreactive neurons in AD was for the most
part located in layer III (Fig. 5B) and accompa-
nied by a statistically non-significant decrease in
the number of moderately QC-immunoreactive neu-
rons in AD (140 ± 45/mm2) compared to controls
(179 ± 72/mm2) (Fig. 5C).

Co-localization of QC with pGlu-Aβ deposits

Next, we were interested to reveal whether there is a
spatial correlation between QC-immunoreactive neu-
rons and pGlu-A� deposits in AD cortex. In Fig. 6,
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Fig. 5. Strength of the QC immunoreactivity in entorhinal cortex neurons. A) The immunohistochemical labeling of QC reveals differences in the
staining intensity of individual neurons between control and AD cases. B) Quantification of strongly QC-immunoreactive neurons demonstrates
the presence of such neurons in cortical layer II and to a lesser extent in layers III, V and VI of control cases. In AD cases, there is a higher
density of strongly QC-immunoreactive neurons in layer III. C) Quantification of strongly and moderately QC-immunoreactive neurons revealed
a statistically significant increase in the proportion of strongly QC-immunoreactive neurons in AD, but a statistically non-significant reduction
in the proportion of moderately QC-immunoreactive neurons. *p < 0.05; Data are mean values ± SD; Control: n = 6; AD: n = 6.

an overview of Nissl staining, QC immunohistochem-
istry, and double labeling for QC (black) and pGlu-A�
(brown) are shown throughout the entire depth of the
temporal cortex. Both QC-immunoreactive neurons
and pGlu-A� deposits appear to be enriched in lay-
ers III and V. However, pGlu-A� deposits are also
present in layers II and VI, which only harbor a low
number of QC immunoreactive neurons. In the high
magnification insets on the right panel, examples of
a close association of QC-immunoreactive neurons
with pGlu-A� deposits (middle, bottom) and a lack
of such an association (top) are shown. This is con-
sistent with observations made in the hippocampal

formation where the appearance of pGlu-A� deposits
in layers devoid of QC-immunoreactive cell bodies,
but enriched with QC immunoreactive afferents from
entorhinal cortex, was demonstrated [36].

Quantification of QC mRNA and enzymatic
activity and (pGlu)-Aβ in AD

In the second set of human brain tissues, quantitative
biochemical analyses were performed with the aims (i)
to validate a role of QC in pGlu-A� formation in human
brain and (ii) to correlate biochemical alterations such
as expression of QC and pGlu-A� formation with the
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Fig. 6. Spatial association between QC-immunoreactive neurons and pGlu-A� deposits. Temporal cortex layers were identified in Nissl-stained
brain sections (left). The labeling of QC-immunoreactive neurons (second image from left) demonstrates the highest density of QC in pyramidal
neurons in layers III and V. The pGlu-A� deposits (brown) were detected in these cortical layers but also layers with a lower abundance of
QC-immunoreactive neurons (black) in double labelings (second image from right). In the high magnification images (right), examples of an
association between QC-immunoreactive neurons and pGlu-A� deposits (bottom, middle) and of a lack of such an association (top) are shown.

test results of MMSE. To address this issue, pathologi-
cally and clinically well-characterized brain samples
with a short postmortem interval were used (Table 1).
In this set of experiments we focused on temporal
cortex because entorhinal cortex already showed very
high QC expression in controls and no significant
increase at the end stage of AD. By using qRT-PCR,
an increase in QC mRNA levels by 88.7 ± 42.6% in
AD temporal cortex compared to controls was detected
(Fig. 7A; p < 0.05). There was also a tendency toward
increased enzymatic QC activity in AD, which failed
to reach statistical significance (Fig. 7A; increase by
31.6 ± 35.1%; p > 0.05).

Consistent with our previous observations [30],
this AD cohort also displayed significantly higher
pGlu-A� (25-fold) and A�x-42 (70-fold) concen-

trations compared to the control cases (Fig. 7B;
p < 0.0001).

Correlation of QC mRNA levels with pGlu-Aβ and
MMSE

In order to validate a role of QC in pGlu-A� forma-
tion of human brain and in cognitive decline in AD,
a series of correlation analyses comparing biochemi-
cal and clinical parameters from individual control and
AD cases was performed.

Firstly, in order to corroborate the role of QC in
pGlu-A� formation in human brain, the individual
QC mRNA levels were plotted versus pGlu-A� and
unmodified A� concentrations. There was a fairly
good correlation between QC mRNA and pGlu-A�
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Fig. 7. Alterations in QC expression, A�, and pGlu-A� peptide con-
centrations in AD. A) The QC mRNA levels as well as QC enzymatic
activity were quantified in temporal cortex samples from control
and AD cases. While the increase in QC mRNA levels in AD was
statistically significant, the higher enzymatic activity was not. B)
Quantification of the insoluble pool of pGlu-A� and A�x-42 in con-
trol and AD cases. The concentrations of both A� peptide species
were significantly increases in AD. *p < 0.05.

(r = 0.6386; p = 0.0254; Fig. 8A). Such a correlation
did not exist between QC mRNA levels and unmodified
A� peptide concentrations (Fig. 8B), substantiating a
role of QC in pGlu-A� formation in human brain.

Secondly, another important question we sought to
address was a possible correlation between (pGlu)-A�
load and MMSE. As expected, both higher concen-
trations of unmodified A� (r = –0.8263; p = 0.0009;
Fig. 8D) and of pGlu-A� (r = –0.8867; p = 0.0001;
Fig. C) showed strong and statistically highly signifi-
cant correlations with a decline in MMSE, which was,
however, almost one order of magnitude higher for
pGlu-A� in the p value.

DISCUSSION

This is the first demonstration of a correlation
between the clinical status of elderly human sub-
jects as assessed by MMSE on the one hand and the

expression of QCs and the concentration of pGlu-
A� aggregates on the other hand. The presence of
pGlu-A� in brains of AD patients is known since the
mid-1990s [8, 21], but their generation by QC [26]
and their pathogenic profiles [12, 13, 24] have only
been discovered in the last decade. Interestingly, both
QC and pGlu-A� were demonstrated to be enriched
in subcortical and hippocampal structures known to
be severely affected in AD [35, 37]. Because of the
high aggregation propensity, the seeding capacity to
induce deposition of unmodified A� peptides and their
neurotoxicity, pGlu-A� peptides appear as a novel
target for AD therapy. Both, prevention of pGlu-A�
formation by inhibition of QC [29] and removal of
pGlu-A� aggregates by immunization [45–47] have
been demonstrated to be feasible therapeutic strategies
in transgenic mouse models. A currently completed
phase I clinical trial demonstrated the safety and effi-
ciency of the QC inhibitor PQ912 in healthy humans
[48].

However, there is still a lack of data correlating the
clinical status of elderly humans with QC expression
levels and pGlu-A� deposits in brain. To address this
issue, we first analyzed QC expression in two cortical
areas differentially affected in AD. Temporal cortex
(Area 22) is part of the associative cortex involved in
language processing [49] and affected at later stages of
the disease, while entorhinal cortex (Area 28) is vital
for spatial memory formation and consolidation [50,
51] and one of the earliest and most severely affected
brain region in AD [4, 52].

Here, we report a widespread expression of QC
by temporal cortex neurons in human control sub-
jects. Given the substrate specificity of QC for peptide
hormones and neuropeptides present in hypothalamus
and in pituitary gland and the involvement of QC in
pathogenic pGlu-A� formation, this observation was
unexpected. Such a high QC expression by cortical
neurons of control subjects calls for an investigation
of currently unknown physiological QC substrates in
cortex. On the other hand, the upregulation of QC
expression in temporal cortex of AD patients is in
line with the postulated role for QC in AD pathogen-
esis. Both QC mRNA and protein levels have been
already reported to be upregulated at early stages of
AD in neocortex [29], hippocampus [53], and periph-
eral blood cells [54], and there is evidence for a role
of disturbed calcium homeostasis in the regulation
of QC expression [53]. The frequent association of
QC-immunoreactive neurons with pGlu-A� deposits
in cortical layers III and V is also supportive for a
pathogenic role of QC.
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Fig. 8. Correlations between QC mRNA levels, A� peptide concentrations, and MMSE. There was a statistically significant correlation between
QC mRNA and pGlu-A� (A; r = 0.6386; p = 0.0254). Such a correlation did not exist between QC mRNA levels and unmodified A� peptide
concentrations (B). Both higher concentrations of pGlu-A� (C; r = –0.8867; p = 0.0001) and of unmodified A� (D; r = –0.8263; p = 0.0009)
showed strong correlations with a decline in MMSE which was one order of magnitude higher for pGlu-A�. Control: n = 7; AD: n = 5.

There are, however, cortical pGlu-A� deposits in
layers II and VI that are not obviously associated with
QC-immunoreactive neuronal somata. Such a phe-
nomenon has been reported earlier in the hippocampal
formation [37] and is most likely due to release of
pGlu-A� from synaptic terminals of QC-rich neurons.
This may include intracortical neurons such as pyrami-
dal neurons and afferents from QC-rich structures like
locus coeruleus and nucleus basalis Meynert, which
have been reported to express high levels of QC and
are affected by pGlu-A� pathology in AD [35]. Such a
“seeding from the distance” of A� deposits by subcor-
tical neurons has been discussed to contribute to the
development of AD pathology [55]. Furthermore, in
an A�PP transgenic mouse model, the seeding of A�
deposits in brain structures lacking transgene expres-
sion has been shown to occur via synaptic A� release
from projection neurons [56]. The even higher expres-
sion of QC in entorhinal cortex might explain the

particularly high vulnerability of this neuronal popu-
lation in AD.

Since QC expression in temporal cortex displayed
higher differences between control and AD than
entorhinal cortex, the former brain region was used
for thorough biochemical and clinical analyses. Brain
tissue with a very short postmortem delay and a well-
documented clinical status was received from the
Bannerhealth Brain Donation Program used for bio-
chemical analyses including qRT-PCR to detect QC
mRNA, QC enzymatic activity assays and ELISA to
quantify A� and pGlu-A� concentrations. QC tran-
script levels were shown to be elevated in AD temporal
cortex, as were insoluble A� and pGlu-A� concentra-
tions.

For individual cases, biochemical values were cor-
related with cognitive status as measured by MMSE.
Here, a good correlation between QC mRNA levels and
the concentration of pGlu-A�—but not total A�—was
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detected. This provides further evidence for the speci-
ficity of QC for pGlu-A� formation in human cortex.
There were also robust inverse correlations between
A� concentrations and MMSE. This is not surpris-
ing since both peptide aggregates are characteristic of
AD. However, the p value was one order of magnitude
higher for the pGlu-A�/MMSE correlation than for the
A�/MMSE correlation. This points toward a specific
role of pGlu-A� in cognitive decline in AD and under-
lines the therapeutic potential of targeting pGlu-A�
by inhibition of QC and by immunization approaches.
Since the sample size investigated in the present study
is not high and cases with a moderate decline in MMSE
are of particular interest for correlation analyses, we
are looking forward to additional studies that further
strengthen the key findings reported here.

Together, our observations provide evidence for
an involvement of QC in AD pathogenesis by QC-
catalyzed pGlu-A� formation which affects cognitive
abilities.
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